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The Placement Cell of St Francis de Sales College in association with Bosch India 

Company RBEI has collaborated with CSRBOX for an exclusive live session on 
" How to 

write a Curriculum Vitae" for the Final Year students of BCA,BCom,BBA,BA,BSc and 



PG. The program focused on training students in building skills on "How to write A | 

Curriculum Vitae" various career options they can choose after the course. The program 

emphasised on skills that are vital for placement and career growth. 

The objective of the event was to enrich the students about the importance of having a 

good cv. The main objective of the Placement cell is to provide personal and career related| 

support to the students with special emphasis on training the students on employability 

Skills and to provide placement in various Industries/Organizations by arranging campus 

recruitment drives. 

Placements give students the opportunity to gain skills specific to their subject or industry 

of choice as well as the employability skills required for real-life work. It also increases 

their knowledge of an industry or sector. allowing them to make better informed decisions 

about future career ehoices. 

The session emphasised on how important it is to have a professional qualification which 

provides students a high repute and status in the Society apart from its financial scenario. It 

also emphasised on the fact as to how St Francis de Sales College as an institution provides 

the gateways to students to pursue their professional courses in continuum with their UG 

courses.

Highlights of the session:

>Benefits of a well written CV 

Why a well written cv is important.

>What makes a good CV? 

To conclude the session though distinct in its approach had a common objective - to 

provide the student with the best of knowledge in that particular area. The session received

extremely positive feedback and the College intends to provide such opportunities to 

students in the future as well. 
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